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Polynomial algebras over the Steenrod algebra
H. E. A. Campbell and P.

S.

Selick

0. Introduction

The most significant récent developments in homotopy theory hâve been the
proofs of the Segal Conjecture and Sullivan Conjecture by G. Carlsson [C] and H.
Miller [M] respectively. A key step in the proof of each of thèse theorems was a
splitting, first proved by Carlsson in the case p 2, which Miller observed is
équivalent to the statement that H, the modp cohomology of B(Z/pZ), is injective
in the category % of unstable modules over the mod p Steenrod algebra. This was
later generalized by J. Lannes and S. Zarati [LZ], who showed that in this category,
injective implies that ® H is injective. Thus //®s is injective in fy for each s. Then
J. Lannes and L. Schwartz [LS] showed that the collection of indécomposable
injectives in ^l consists of ail modules of the form J{n)®Q, where Q is an
indécomposable summand of H®5, and /(«) is one of the modules described in
Section 2.
J. Harris, N. Kuhn, S. Mitchell, and S. Priddy hâve studied the problem of
finding a stable décomposition of the classifying space BG of a finite group G. The
case G
(Z/pZ)s was solved by Harris and Kuhn [HK] who gave a method for
finding the indécomposable summands and showed that such décompositions
correspond to décompositions of H®s in (}U.
In theory the results of Lannes and Schwartz combined with those of Harris
and Kuhn give a classification of the indécomposable -injectives, although it is
impractical to carry out the computations involved in the Harris-Kuhn method for
s greater than 4 or 5. One of the purposes of this paper is to give a common
framework for considération of both the injectivity of H®5 and its décomposition.
The bulk of this paper deals with the case p 2. The modifications required for
odd primes are considered in Section 3. Let A dénote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra.
In Section 1 we consider the ,4-algebra F2[jc0, xu
xs_ x] with the twisted action
given by SglXj-xj_{ fory&gt;0, and Sqlxo x*_l. Somewhat surprisingly this
A -algebra turns out to be isomorphic as an ,4-module to
ts-i]
••
with the standard action. By means of this redescription of the ,4-module

/

/

&lt;%

F2[f0&gt;&apos;i&gt;
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s F2[f0, tu

splitting theorem which simultaneously demonstrates the injectivity of H®s while producing A -module décompositions of it. We
do not obtain a complète décomposition of H®s into indécomposable summands,
but from certain points of view our summands, although further decomposable, are
more interesting than the indécomposable summands. At least they are relatively
straightforward to describe. Initially we find 2S — 1 summands of //®5 labelled
M5(0),... 9MS(2S — 2). M5(0) is an ,4-algebra which can be described as the
invariants of H®s under an action of the group Z/(25 — 1)Z. The décomposition gives
^e structure of an augmentée graded M5(O)-algebra. According to W. Henn
and L. Schwartz [HS] the indécomposable summands of /f05 are ^4-algebras only
in a few isolated cases. The splitting theorem mentioned above can be applied to give
a further décomposition of the modules Ms(n)9 although not into indécomposable
pièces. Our methods also exhibit the injective modules K(n) used by Carlsson, Miller,
and Lannes-Zarati (see Section 2) as direct limits of modules Ms(n).
One of the interesting facets of the proof that H®s is isomorphic to
^[^o» *i&gt; • • xs- \] wiïh ^e twisted action is that it takes place over F2,, although
the statement is over F2. In fact after tensoring with F2,, the two sides become
isomorphic not just as A -modules but as ^-algebras. Lannes and Zarati define an
unstable p-v4-algebra to be an ,4-algebra, unstable as an A -module, together with
p{x)2 (px)2. Our polynomial algebra with twisted
a map p such that Sq^x
action is thus an unstable p-A-algebra. However the initially mysterious p becomes
much more natural when one passes to F2,-coefficients—it becomes the inverse of
the Frobenius automorphism.
The authors would like to give spécial thanks to Bill Singer, whose unique
insights led him to suggest to us that we study the twisted action described above.
Also we would like to thank Ian Hughes and Joe Repka for helpful conversations
concerning this work. Additionally we would like to thank John Harris and Tom
Hunter for their comments and suggestions on preliminary versions of the
manuscript.
s

•

•

•

&gt;

ts- \] we give

a

jj&lt;s&gt;s

•

»

Added in proof
Since the first draft of this paper was submitted, J. Harris, T. Hunter, and J.
Shank hâve applied and expanded upon the ideas in this paper. The reader is
referred to [HHS], [H], and [S] for détails.

1.

À twisted Steenrod action on polynomial algebras

Let (j&gt;(a) =*a2 dénote the Frobenius automorphism of F2,. It is a generator of the
Galois group Gai (F2,/F2). Extend to an automorphism of the polynomial algebra
&lt;f&gt;
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h- il by setting its restriction to ¥2[t0, tl9..., ts_ x] to be the identity.

»

By the primitive normal basis theorem (see Davenport [D]) it is possible to choose
an élément co e F2, so that co générâtes the cyclic multiplicative group of units
in F2, and {co, (f&gt;(co),.
&lt;f)s~l(œ)} forais a basis for F2, over F2. Let
Y as_ xxs~l + x2 be the minimum polynomial of co. Let
p(x) a0 + axx +
0

0
0

1

0

1

ô

ô

0

a2

as_

matrix over

representing multiplication by œ in the basis
{1, co,..., o)s~ *}. Since co is a generator of F£, we see that T has order 2S — 1 in
G7n(F2). Let L dénote the linear subspace of F2,[f0, tx,
ts_ x]. Regard T as a
linear transformation on L using {t09tx,... ,ts_{} as basis. Extend this map
multiplicatively to a self-map of F2[f0, tl9..., ts_ x]. Since the characteristic polynomial
of T is p(jc), co becomes an eigenvalue of T over F2,. Let x0 e L be a nonzero
for 7 0, 1,..., s — 1.
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue co. Set x;
The entries of T lie in F2 so T commutes with
Therefore TxJ œ2JxJ. So
{xo,xx,... ,xs_x} is a basis for L consisting of eigenvectors of T. Extending
multiplicatively the map taking one basis for L to the other given an isomorphism
of polynomial algebras
be the s

x

s

F2

&lt;/&gt;7jc0

&lt;j&gt;.

*i,...,/,_ 1] £ F2,[x0, *i,

B : F2,[f0,

•

•

•, **-1].

Define an A -algebra structure on F2[f0, tl9..., ts_ x] by regarding it as //*((Z/2Z)S;
F2). Extend the action to F25 [f0, tx,...,ts_x] by requiring that the action of
each élément of A be F2,-linear. Next define an A -algebra structure on
In this way
F2s[x0, xx,..., xs_x] by means of the isomorphism B.
^5-1] becomes an ,4-algebra which is unstable
h, • • • h-1] ï&gt;[*o&gt; *i&gt; •
as an ,4-module. Observe that the action of each élément of A on
tX9 — -9*3-1] commutes with both 0 and with multiplication by co which are
thus each A -module homomorphisms. Also observe that if x belongs to L then
Sql&lt;t&gt;x
x2. So SqlXj xj_ for
1, where we conventionally let
0, 1,..., s
Xj
xy whenj =j&quot; (mod s). In particular F2[x0, xï9..., xs_ x] is a sub-^4-algebra of
f&gt;[&apos;o&gt;

•

»

•

»

R&gt;[&apos;o&gt;

x

THEOREM

1.

F2[x0,

j

-

xl9..., xs_ x] s F2[f0, /,,..., r5_,]

modules.
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Proof. Define k
(ox

-f

&lt;I&gt;(q)x)

+

• •

morphism. Since
F2*[&apos;o&gt;

•

: F24*0,&apos;i»

+ #5~

&apos;,-1]

-&gt;F2,[/0,&apos;i, •

•

..&apos;,-il

A

&apos;(cojc).

Ajc,

&lt;f&gt;(kx)

by k(x) tr(û&gt;x) s
is an ^4-module homoBy earlier observations,
Ax is invariant under the action of Gal(F2,/F2) on
F2[f0, /,, ...,/,_ ,]. Define 9 to be the composite
• •

^...,/,-iJ.SoImAc

F2[x0,... 9xs_l]
Since {ca,

c»

F2,[x0,... ,xs_i]

H^)} forms

a basis

F2,[f0&gt;...,

for

f,_i] -+F2[/0,..., /j-i].

over F2, 0 is a monomorphism.
However the Euler-Poincaré séries of the two sides are identical, so this implies
that 0 is an isomorphism. The inverse to 6 can be described explicitly as follows.
For xe¥2[t0,
ts_{l write B(x) =o)ql + &lt;f&gt;(œ)q2 + - •• -f (l&gt;s~l(co)qs9 with
x,_ j], and set ^(jc) ^1. The fact that x is invariant under
^ in F2[x0,
shows that ^, &lt;^7~1(^i) so
the action of Gal(F2,/F2) on F2*[/o&gt; *i&gt; • • •
D
tr (û&gt;^,)- Thus \j/ fl-1.
&lt;^(cd),

&lt;£5~

/,,...,
*!,...,

»

F2,

fj-i]

Tom Hunter has asked the following related question. Let M be a matrix
representing an élément of End (L). For x e L, set S^1* (Mx)2. Does this yield
an action of the Steenrod algebra on F2[^0,x1,... ,*,_,], and if so, is the
resulting action isomorphic to the standard one (coming from the identity) in the
case where M is invertible? Using the preceding theorem and change of basis it is
easy to see that this is true if M is conjugate to a permutation matrix. Joe Repka
has shown us that if M is invertible then there exists Af such that M®N is
conjugate to a permutation matrix. This can be used to show that we do get an
action of the Steenrod algebra in this case, but we do not know if it is isomorphic
to the standard one.

2. A -module splittings and injectivity

of polynomial algebras

In this section we prove the splitting theorem referred to in the introduction.
We begin by recalling some of the history and setting notation.
Let °U be the category of unstable left A -modules with degree raising action
be the category of unstable right A -modules (or equivalently left
and let
y4opp-modules) with degree lowering action. Let G(ri) be the free ^r^-object generated by in in degree n. Thus Hom*. (G(n), M)
Mn. Let J(n) G(n)* in &lt;Bf. Let
J=®n*oAn)&apos; If
n, define G(n)-+G(i)®G(j) by sending in to i,®*,.
Dualizing gives maps /(/) ®J(j) -*J(i -h j) which turn into an A -algebra which
is unstable as an ^4-module.

^

i+j

/
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2

(Miller).

;sF2[{^};i0]

with x,

eJ{2)
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and

Define G(n)-+G(2n) by sending in to Sq^i^. Let

s G^.

For 0 n m/(2r) € Z® define Grt Gm, and set Gn 0 for n &lt; 0.
Let #(n) G*. For ail n € Zgj, Gn is projective in &lt;#„, so Âty) is injective in &lt;#. Let
^ 0«ezci]K(n). The maps G{i+j)-+G(i)®G(j) induce maps Gl+j-+Gl®GJ
for i and y in Z[^]. Dualizing gives maps K{ï)®K(j) -&gt;K(i
which turn ^T into
So Gn

&lt;:

+y&quot;)

an ^l-algebra which unstable as an A -module.

THEOREM

3

(Lannes-Zarati).

xj_lforallj.

K^ F2[{x,}yeZ]

with Xj€K(2f) and SqlXj

D

To define the maps used in our splittings it is convenient to enlarge the algebra
K to an algebra M which we now describe.
Define the weight w(m)eZ[j{ of a monomial m in AT by w(x/) 2/ and
w(yz) w(y) + w(z). So w(m) =y if and only if m € K(j).
For n ^ 0 in Z let a(«) be the number of
in the diadic expansion of n. Noting
that &lt;x(n) a(2/i), extend the domain of a to Z$\ by setting a(m/(2r)) a(w).
Observe that if
0 unless a(y) ^ n. Let
l&apos;s

&quot;(y)

where the product is taken in fy. Define an algebra structure on

M as follows.

\j)

to describe \i : M&lt;g)M-&gt;M we must define /i^(y) \Mp®Mq-*Kp +
for
each p,q eZ and gZ[|J. Let /ip&apos;9(y) be the map induced from the bilinear map
M&apos;xM&apos;-*K&apos; +
taking ((as)seZ[^(bt)teZ[^) to L5 + ,,,aA, where a,6^(j)
and *r e ^(0- This makes senjse because although (as)seZ[^ and (6r)l6Z[|] niay hâve
infinitely many nonzero terms, the sum T,s + tmtJasbt is finite. This is because for
given p, q9 and y there are only finitely many pairs s, t g Z[^] such that s + t =y and
^ p, a(0 ^ q. Thus M becomes an ,4-algebra which is unstable as an ,4-module.
so

j

&apos;U)
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Where convenient we will use the following alternate notations.
:[*o&gt; *i&gt;

•

•

•

»

xs- il if^&lt;oo

if 5

r

00&apos;

if s
if 5

_ jF2[;c0, JC|,..., Xj_ i]

\K

&lt;

oo
00&apos;

where the Steenrod action on F2[x0, xl9..., xs_ {] is the twisted one described in
Section 1. We also set M^ij) ÀT(/), and write JlteZ[^at for (a,),€Zg) in M.
For s &lt; 00 let G be Z/(25 — 1)Z. Define weight w(m) e G for monomials m in M5
by w(Xj) 2y and w(yz) w(y) + w(z). Let Af5(/) be the subspace of Ms having the
monomials of weight as basis. Observe that Sql and thus ail Steenrod opérations
préserve weight. So Ms(j) is an A -module for eachy and Ms(0) is an ^-algebra. The
vector space décomposition Ms
®J€gMs(j) is thus a décomposition of Ms as
A -modules and exhibits an augmentée graded M,(0)-algebra structure on Ms. The
map sending jc, tox;+1 induces A -module isomorphisms Ms(k) s Ms(2k) for ail k.
Returning to the original description of the jc/s as eigenvectors of the matrix T in
Section 1 shows that after tensoring with F2J this décomposition becomes the

j

décomposition of F2,[f0, tu
ts_ {] into eigenspaces of T. In particular Ms(0) is
the algebra of invariants of F2[f0, r,,..., /,_,] under the group G acting by means
of T. This allows Ms(0) to be described without référence to the isomorphism of i/®5
with Ms. The algebra Ms(0) also appears in one of Carlsson&apos;s papers [Cl]. Although
the descriptions of the summands differs considerably, the above décomposition of
H®s £ Ms bears a strong resemblance to one obtained by C. Witten [W] and it would
not surprise us to learn that they were isomorphic. We hâve not attempted to verify
this however*. Ms(0) can also be described as the cohomology of a group as follows.
Let G act on the additive group F2* by letting the generator act as multiplication by
co and form the semidirect product F2* k G. In gênerai, if N is a normal subgroup of
a group Q with \Q/N\ relatively prime to p9 then H*(Q; ¥p) s H*(N; ¥P)Q/N. (cf.
[CE, pages 257-258].) Applying this to the inclusion F2, &lt;F2,kG gives
H*(¥2s* G; F2) s H*(¥2S; ¥2)G. However as an additive group F2, s (Z/2Z)5, so
H*(¥2sp&lt;

G&apos;9

F2[/0, h*

F2)

- -

&apos;

1

ts-u

^*(0)«

We will now define the maps used to produce our the splittings.
Is where / £ 00. The algebra homomorphism fss&gt;
For s &lt; 00, let
is defined by defining it on the polynomial generators by
s&apos;

Z
f.A*j)= {ne P\nxj(mods)}

:

Ms-+Ms&gt;

**&gt;

* Added in proof. John Harris [H] has subsequently checked that the décompositions are équivalent.
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and P Z/s&apos;Z if &lt; oo. Since /55- commutes with S^1 on
generators, fss&gt; is an ,4-algebra homomorphism. For eachjeZ, let/5^(y) dénote
the composite A -module homomorphism
where P

Z

s&apos;

oo

s&apos;

the projection onto the yth component. Define an A -algebra homomorphism
ysy : Ks-+Ms by defining it on polynomial generators by ysAxj) =*,. Let
ys,s(j) dénote the composite ,4-module homomorphism
where

Uj is

Ms(j)

KU) ^K:^UMS\ Ms(j).

Let Ms(j) be the supspace of éléments of degree greater than zéro in Ms{j). Thus
Ms(j) Ms(j) for 1 £j &lt; 2S 1 and MS(2S 1) M5(0), the augmentation idéal
in Ms(0).

-

THEOREM

4. The composite

-

yStS&gt;(j)

°fs,AJ)

is the Mentity on

Ms{j) for

\&lt;Lj^2s-\.

xf

will be called atoms. Every monomial in Ms has a unique
Proof. Monomials
expression as a product of distinct atoms. Define t : Ms -? Ms by extending linearly
the map defined on monomials by t(jc^ • • xfkk) xl{ + • • xtk + rfc, when the
ri
monomial is written as a product of distinct atoms.
•

LEMMA

•

5.

(1) x(xy) =x(x)x(y) if no monomial in x has an atom in common with any
monomial in y.
(2) For a monomial m, w{xm) w(m).
(3) nJ(tx)=x(nJ(x))forallj.
(5) ys,s(*x) =*(ys,s(x)) iffor ea°h monomial in x the images under
distinct atoms comprising that monomial are distinct.
(6) fsAJftx) «fsAJXx)) for allj.
«&quot;Jis as in (5), ysAM™)
(7)
«ysA M*))
(8) y,AJ)

Ifx

°f

yss&gt;

of

the

M

Proof Properties 1, 2, and 5 follow directly from the définitions. Property 3
follows from 2. To prove 4, notice that if monomials y and z hâve no common
atoms then neither do/jy(j&gt;) and/jy(z). So 4 can be checked on monomials by use
of Property 1 and induction on the number of atoms in the décomposition into a
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product of distinct atoms. Properties 6 and 7 follow from
respectively and Property 8 follows from 6 and 7.

3

and from 4 or

5

Let m be a monomial in Ms(j). From the définitions, ys&gt;s(j) takes each
monomial in fss(j)(m) back to m. So yStS(j) °fs,AJ)(m) =smm where emeF2.
1. Applying
We must show em
t and Property 8 of the Lemma gives sxm em.
Thus repeated application of t reduces the problem to showing em 1 when
•
•
m
jcfJ
xlk be such a monomial. Then
xlk with distinct //s. Let m
xtl21»
y w(m)
+ + • • + 21* (mod 22 1). The i/s are distinct and 0 £ i^ £ 5 1
for ail £, so 1 ^ 211 4- 21* + • • + 21* £ 2° -h 21 + • • • + 2S~l 2S 1. Since we chose y
to be the représentative of the congruence class within the range 1 £j ^ 2J — 1,
21» -h 2J2
-f • • • + 2*
-

2&apos;2

-

•

-

-

•

=/

Case 1.

s&apos;

&lt;

oo

Monomials in fsy(j)(m) hâve the form x^-— x^ with ijsi? (mod .s)
21»
and
Write
1).
+ 2f2 + • • + 21* =j (mod
+ 2* -f • • • 4- 21* s y
are distinct since their réductions mod .y are, and
(mod2J —1). The
1
0^
£ 2S — 1. Since we also
^ — for ail #, so as above we conclude that 1
hâve 1
£ 2S — 1 ^ 2S — 1, the congruence forces y =y. So the above sums are
binary expansions of =y and so ïq iq for ail q. So there is a unique such
monomial. Thus/^O&apos;Xm) has only one term when m has this form, and therefore
2&apos;î

25&apos;

•

/

-

/^&apos;s

^&apos;

i&apos;q

&lt;&gt;j&apos;

£j&apos;

j

em

1.

C&amp;se

2.

s&apos;

oo

As above, monomials in fss(j)(m) hâve the form jc^ • •
with i^ i^ (mod s),
but this time the equality
+ + • • + 21* =y is in Z[£], or equivalently in Z since
both sides are intégral. As above, the
are distinct, so the sum is the binary
expansion of y. Therefore iq iq for ail q. So again there is a unique such monomial
which is the only term in fsy{j)(m). Therefore em 1.
•

2&apos;2

2&apos;2

xtk&gt;

•

ïq&apos;s

COROLLARY

6. Af5(y) is injective in

&lt;%

Partially order the positive integers by defining

THEOREM

7.

j

for ail and s.
s

-&lt;s&apos;

if s divides

s&apos;.

For intégral n9 K(n) is the direct limit ofthe modules Ms(n) under

the maps fsks.

Proof. Since the maps in the direct System are injections compatible with the
injections fsf00, it suffices to show that the induced map from the direct limit to K{ri)
is surjective. But it is clear that/J00 («)(*, • • • xik) contains only the term xiy • • xlk
j
when s is sufficiently large.
•
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Remark. Interprétée properly, the statement and proof
theorem make sensé for any n e Z[j].

of the preceding

Example. Consider the case s 2. In this case the work
Mitchell, and Priddy yields the complète stable décomposition

of Harris, Kuhn,

B(Z/2Z x Z/2Z)

(BA4\2) v B(Z/2Z) v B(Z/2Z) v L(2) v L(2),

where A4 is the alternating group on 4 symbols and L(2) is a quotient of symmetric
product spectra. Our methods give //&lt;g)//^M2(0)©Àf2(l)@M2(2) with
M2(l) ^M2(2). However by Theorem 4, M2(l) 9ëM,(1)©L for some L, and of
course M2(0)
F2©M2(0). So we obtain the complète décomposition in this case.

^

Added in proof
Example. Consider

5

3.

Our basic décomposition gives

^

where M3(l)
M3(2) ^M3(4) and M3(3) s M3(6) s M3(5). Theorem 4 can be
used to split the summand Mx{\) off of M3(l). To proceed further one must
consider compositions of our maps going from M2 to M3 through M6 and back.
The complète décomposition will not be obtained however. The case s 3 has been
examined in détail in the work of Harris, Hunter, and Shank ([HHS], [S]).

3. Extension to odd primes

Let p be an odd prime. Write H*(B(Z/pZ)s; ¥p) as the free graded commutative
algebra on generators {w0, ux,..., us_ {} u {t0, tx,..., ts_ x} having degrees 1 and 2
respectively with fitij tr Replacing 2 with p, define
œ, T9 and the new basis
{x09 xx,
xs_x} for the linear subspace of fpS[t0, tx,..., /,_,] as in Section 1.
Define a new basis {yo,yl9... ,^_i} for H\B(ZlpZ)s; ¥pS) so that pyj=Xj. The
définitions of the maps B and k and the proof of Theorem 1 proceed as before.
The results of Section 2 also carry over to odd primes in a straightforward way.
This time K is the free graded commutative algebra on {^J^z^^lyez where y3
lies in A:1(2/^/) and x3 lies in K^lp*). The Steenrod algebra action is described by
ftyj Xj and PlXj x*_x. Since K(j) =0 if is odd we find it convenient to set
M(j) K(2j) and assign weights by w(x,) w(yJ)=pJ. Otherwise we define M5 as
before for s £ oo. For s &lt; oo weights are treated modulo ps — 1. The maps/,y and
(f&gt;,

j
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are defined as before and extended to the
by the same formulas. With the
obvious replacements, the proof of Theorem 4 now cames over to the odd prime
y&apos;s

y3tS

case.
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